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Abstract: NOAA platforms provide the longest period of terrestrial observation since the 1980s.
The progress in calibration, atmospheric corrections and physically based land retrieval offers the
opportunity to reprocess these data for extending terrestrial product time series. Within the Quality
Assurance for Essential Climate Variables (QA4ECV) project, the black-sky Joint Research Centre
(JRC)-fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FAPAR) algorithm was developed for
the AVHRR sensors on-board NOAA-07 to -16 using the Land Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record.
The retrieval algorithm was based on the radiative transfer theory, and uncertainties were included in
the products. We proposed a time and spatial composite for providing both 10-day and monthly
products at 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ . Quality control and validation were achieved through benchmarking
against third-party products, including Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View Sensor (SeaWiFS) datasets
produced with the same retrieval algorithm. Past ground-based measurements, providing a proxy of
FAPAR, showed good agreement of seasonality values over short homogeneous canopies and mixed
vegetation. The average difference between SeaWiFS and QA4ECV monthly products over 2002–2005
is about 0.075 with a standard deviation of 0.091. We proposed a monthly linear bias correction that
reduced these statistics to 0.02 and 0.001. The complete harmonized long-term time series was then
used to address its fitness for the purpose of analysis of global terrestrial change.
Keywords: AVHRR; FAPAR; terrestrial surface; uncertainties; QA4ECV

1. Introduction
The majority of solar radiation available to the Earth system is absorbed at or near the oceanic and
continental surface. This energy is ultimately released to the atmosphere through fluxes of infrared
radiation, as well as sensible and latent heat. The phytosphere, which itself accounts for most of
biomass, affects these exchanges with the atmosphere through a contact surface (leaves) estimated to be
larger than the surface of the entire planet [1]. The state and the evolution of terrestrial vegetation are
characterized by a large number of physical, biochemical, and physiological variables. Few of these are
directly observable from space, but they jointly determine the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically
active radiation (FAPAR) that acts as an integrated indicator of the status and health of plant canopies
and can be retrieved by space remote sensing techniques [2–4]. FAPAR plays a critical role in the global
carbon cycle and in the determination of the primary productivity of the biosphere [5–7].
The properties of terrestrial surfaces thus concern a large number of users in such applications
including agriculture, forestry, environmental monitoring, etc. [8–10]. Since plant canopies significantly
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affect the spectral and directional reflectance of solar radiation, the analysis of these reflectances leads to
a better understanding of fundamental processes controlling the biosphere. This supports the policies
of sustainable resources exploitation and the control of the effectiveness of any adopted rules and
regulations. FAPAR is recognized as one of the terrestrial essential climate variables (ECVs) by the
global climate observing system (GCOS) [11,12].
Three FAPAR products from Advanced Very-High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) are
currently available: the Global Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies GIMMS3 products [13],
NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) AVHRR FAPAR [14] and the Global
LAnd Surface Satellite (GLASS) [15]. Xiao et al. (2018) [16] compared these three products and found
that they are spatially consistent with a strong discrepancy over tropical forest regions at latitudes
from 55◦ N to 65◦ N.
In the context of an FP-7 European project—Quality Assurance for Essential Climate Variables
(QA4ECV), the Joint Research Centre (JRC)-FAPAR algorithm was designed for the AVHRR Land
Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record v5.0 [17]. Further to the previously mentioned products,
we generated three temporal scales (daily, 10-day, and monthly) at 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ with associated
grid cell uncertainties. In addition, the 10-day and monthly data were regridded at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ .
Uncertainties were included in each processing step from error propagation to temporal and spatial
composites. These various spatial and temporal datasets enabled validation of native products against
ground-based measurements, and then how these datasets were used for global-scale analysis were
explored. A generic system for implementation and evaluation of quality assurance (QA) was applied
to provide traceability information [18]. In summary, the JRC-FAPAR retrieval method was used to
assess the presence on the ground of live green vegetation. The main procedure provided an estimate
of “green” FAPAR in the plant canopy. It is important to note that the retrieval value corresponds to
the black-sky FAPAR at the time of data acquisition. Past JRC-FAPAR algorithms have been optimized
for various optical instruments and operationally implemented with data from the Sea-Viewing Wide
Field-of-View Sensor (SeaWiFS) [19], MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) [20,21] and
Copernicus Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI) [22]. Validation exercises at a
medium spatial resolution have been performed for SeaWiFS [23,24], MERIS [24,25] and OLCI [26,27].
Recent studies of global terrestrial change, such as assessment of global “greenness”,
exploited various Earth observation (EO) products [28]. At the same time, discussions on the
fitness of several products for trend analysis showed that the results changed as a function of the
products [29]. This means that, before any global analysis can be undertaken, both a validation process
and a verification process are mandatory to assess, if a space product can be used to assess terrestrial
global change. In addition, it is important to highlight that the uncertainty associated to the product
should be available at each grid cell level. This information also helps to ingest these EO products into
climate or land assimilation schemes.
In this paper, we therefore proposed to evaluate QA4ECV products against in situ and third-party
data before using them for assessing terrestrial global change. We first presented the seasonal behaviour
and magnitude of FAPAR against the in situ data, together with NCEI FAPAR products [14,30] and
the JRC-Two-Stream Inversion Package (TIP) [31]. All the results were discussed, taking into account
each respective FAPAR definition using outcomes from [32]. Secondly, we performed a more generic
quality control over the QA4ECV virtual validation land sites defined in [33] from 1982 to 2006 using
monthly products at 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ . The evaluation was then completed through direct comparisons
against JRC-FAPAR daily global products from the SeaWiFS at 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ for the years 1999 and
2003 corresponding to the AVHRR2 and AVHRR3 satellites, respectively. A further comparison of the
monthly products at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ over 1998–2005 then allowed us to propose and apply a monthly-grid
linear correction over the entire time series to harmonize all products from 1982 to 2006. We finally
analyzed QA4ECV long time series and uncertainties in order to illustrate and discuss the global
change of terrestrial surfaces. The paper was ended with a conclusion section.
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2. Data Used
The AVHRR surface reflectance products [17,34] were used as inputs to derive the black-sky
FAPAR. This dataset was produced using state-of-the-art algorithms for geolocation, calibration,
cloud screening, and atmospheric and surface directional effect correction, to be able to achieve a data
record as consistent as possible. The latter data were converted to bidirectional reflectance factors
(BRFs) as done by [14] but using the native view zenith angles instead of the nadir view.
NCEI FAPAR daily products were used during comparison exercises against ground-based
measurements. These were produced from an artificial neural network (ANN) calibrated using the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) FAPAR as training datasets [14]. This ANN
was optimized over six land cover classes, but no retrieval was available over a bare or very sparsely
vegetated area. The NCEI FAPAR refers to direct illumination, i.e., the black-sky FAPAR at local noon,
which has the same leaf scattering albedo definition as that of the MODIS [14]. In addition, the JRC-TIP
FAPAR was processed using the MODIS Collection 6 surface albedo and retrieved under the “green”
foliage assumption. This permitted us to keep the assumption on the leaf scattering albedo used in the
QA4ECV products. The JRC-TIP FAPAR was defined as the white-sky FAPAR, i.e., diffuse component.
Because of these different definitions, we expected some bias as shown in [32].
The JRC products derived from the SeaWiFS were then used for a comparison of daily (0.05◦ × 0.05◦ )
and monthly (0.5◦ × 0.5◦ ) products at a global scale. These products were processed using the same
retrieval algorithm with top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectances used as inputs [19].
Significant efforts were devoted in the past to the validation of surface products such as
FAPAR [23,35–37]. However, ground-based FAPAR products suitable for validation can only be
measured in fields with significant levels of difficulty. They are often a proxy of FAPAR, either derived
from leaf area index (LAI) measurements or from the fraction of intercepted PAR (FIPAR). Impacts
of different types of internal variability of an extinction coefficient (a rate of how the radiation is
absorbed by a medium), together with the resolution of the sampled domain, were already analysed
for clouds [38]. They established conditions, where three-dimensional (3D) effects can be anticipated
to play a major role in the radiation transfer regime. Gobron et al. (2006) extrapolated their results to
terrestrial land covers by associating the main radiative transfer regimes against statistical properties
of the leaf extinction coefficient within the spatial domain of investigation [23]. In summary, the
“fast” variability regime is associated with statistically homogeneous canopy, in which exists a Poisson
distribution of the leaf density. The “slow” variability regime is associated with canopies, where the
leaf angle distribution (LAD) is close enough to be locally homogeneous such that average local-scale
flux values are representative. The last case, the “resonant” regime, is defined, where the spatial
complexity is such that a typical photon beam samples various types of structures between entering
and escaping the canopy.
Table 1 summarizes ground-based approaches to assessing insitu FAPAR values over different
sites as done in [23], and Table 2 recapitulates the geolocations of field sites together with their transfer
regimes and land cover types.
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Table 1. Ground-based measurements types.
Field Site Identification

Summary of Approaches to Domain-Averaged Fraction of Absorbed
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FAPAR) Estimations

SN-Dhr
SN-Tes

Based on the Beer–Lambert–Bouguer (BBL) law with measurements of leaf angle
distribution (LAD) functions
FAPAR (µ0 (a) ) derived from the balance between the vertical fluxes
Leaf area index (LAI) derived from PCA-LICOR (b)

US-Seg

Based on the BBL law with an extinction coefficient equal to 0.5 (c)
LAI derived from specific leaf area data and harvested above ground biomass
Advanced procedure to account for spatio-temporal changes of a local LAI

US-Bo1

Based on the BBL law with an extinction coefficient equal to 0.5 (c)
LAI derived from specific leaf area data and harvested above ground biomass
Advanced procedure to account for spatio-temporal changes of a local LAI

US-Ha1

Based on the BBL law with an extinction coefficient equal to 0.58 (c)
LAI derived from optical PCA-LICOR data
Advanced procedure to account for spatio-temporal changes of a local LAI

BE-Bra

Based on full one-dimensional (1D) radiation transfer models
LAI derived from optical PCA-LICOR data
Time-dependent linear mixing procedure weighted by species composition

US-Kon

Based on the BBL law with an extinction coefficient equal to 0.5 (c)
LAI derived from optical PCA-LICOR data
Advanced procedure to account for spatio-temporal changes of a local LAI

US-Me5

Based on the BBL law with an extinction coefficient equal to 0.5 (c)
LAI derived from optical PCA-LICOR data
Advanced procedure to account for spatio-temporal changes of a local LAI

ZM-Mkt

Based on the fraction of intercepted PAR estimated from the Tracing Radiation
and Architecture of Canopies (TRAC) data slight contaminated by woody canopy
elements

(a)

Cosine of the sun zenith angle; (b) Plant canopy analyser (PCA); (c) Extinction coefficient taken as a constant, i.e.,
independent of the sun zenith angle.

Table 2. Anticipated radiation regimes (a) of field sites.
1. “Fast variability”
Short and homogeneous over a
1–2 km distance

2. “Slow variability”
Mixed vegetation with
different land cover types

3. “Resonant variability”
Intermediate height
and low density

SN-Dhr [39]:
semiarid grass savannah

US-Bo1 [40]:
corn and soybean

US-Me5 [40]:
dry needleleaf forest

SN-Tes [39]:
semiarid grass savannah

US-Ha1 [40]:
conifer/broadleaf forest

ZM-Mkt [41]:
shrubland/woodland

US-Seg [40]:
desert grassland

BE-Bra [42]:
conifer/broadleaf/shrub forest
US-Kon [40]:
grassland/shrubland/cropland
(a)

Based on the analysis in [38].

3. Methods
BRFs representing the AVHRR NOAA like surface data were created using the “semi-discrete”
radiative transfer model [43] that represents the spectral and directional reflectances of horizontally
homogeneous plant canopies and computes the values of the black-sky FAPAR. The sampling of
vegetation parameters, such as LAI, height of canopies, leaf radius, soil albedo, and angular values,
was chosen to cover a wide range of environmental and observation conditions. These simulations
constituted the basic information used to optimize the algorithm for each AVHRR sensor on-board
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NOAA-07, -09, -11, and -14 platforms, taking into account their respective spectral responses. Once these
simulated datasets were created, the design of the algorithm consisted in defining the mathematical
combination of two spectral bands that best accounted for the variations of the variable of interest
(in this case, it was the “green” black-sky FAPAR) on the basis of (simulated) measurements, while
minimizing the effect of perturbing factors such as angular effects. The coefficients for each NOAA
platform were detailed in [44].
The associated daily uncertainty, σ, was expressed as one standard deviation using the error
propagation theory and derivatives. In order to compute daily σ, we set the surface reflectance
uncertainties at 10%. In the temporal (spatial) composite method, additional uncertainties corresponded
to the standard deviation of the FAPAR after removal of outliers. In the regridded products, the FAPAR
at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ corresponded to the weighted average of individual grid cell values, and the uncertainties
were computed using the quadratic mean.
When performing, at the original resolution, the benchmark comparison of daily products, we
first computed the accuracy (A) that statistically represented the mean bias between QA4ECV values
and SeaWiFS products as proposed in [45]. We also provided the precision, P, which indicated the
repeatability and was computed as the standard deviation of the estimates around the reference values
corrected for the mean bias (accuracy). Finally, U was the actual statistical deviation of the estimates
from the reference that included the mean bias [46]. The results were discussed in comparison to the
QA4ECV FAPAR uncertainties, σ, as well as the spatial standard deviation, Sdev.
Next, a monthly linear correction was proposed to harmonize all the different NOAA products, as
these suffered from calibration issues as shown in Section 4.5. This was done using the products over
2002–2005 by optimizing linear equations such as Equation (1):
Q(m, x, y) = a(m)∗S(m, x, y) + b(m),

(1)

where Q and S are the QA4ECV and SeaWiFS monthly products, respectively; m represents the month,
and (x, y) is the coordinates of the grid cell at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ ; the coefficients a(m) and b(m) are optimized
for each month using data from 2002 to 2005.
4. Benchmark Results
4.1. Validation Using Ground-Based Measurements
Figure 1 displays the time series of FAPAR space products together with ground-based estimates
available from three sites located in Senegal, i.e., SE-Dhr (15.366◦ N, −15.432◦ E), SE-Dhr_North
(15.402◦ N, −15.432◦ E), and SN-Tes (15.883◦ N, −15.05◦ E), and one at Sevilletta, USA, i.e., US-Seg
(34.35◦ N, −106.69◦ E). These time series were associated with the radiation transfer in “regime 1”
corresponding to the “fast” variability category. The QA4ECV product flag is indicated in red (blue)
colour, when a vegetation (cloud) condition was detected, whereas the grey shade indicates temporal
deviation. Ground-based estimates are plotted in black. The FAPAR baseline values over these sites
are very low, and signatures of the different vegetation phenological cycles (for both the growing
and senescence periods) were remarkably well-identified by both space and ground-based estimates.
Moreover, the amplitudes, both the maxima and the minima, are in very good agreement amongst
all products, although the space retrievals tended to slightly underestimate the ground-based values
over SN-Dhr during the peak growing season (Figure 1a). Indeed, at this site, the landscape exhibited
significant spatial heterogeneity not sampled by the ground-based measurements. NCEI values are
slightly higher than the values of QA4ECV and JRC-TIP products, especially over the desert grassland
(panel d). This may be due to leaf colour assumption differences. Pinty et al. (2011) [31] illustrated
that the assumption of green leaf resulted in low values in FAPAR. These differences were limited to a
range from 0.05 to 0.20 as a function of vegetation’s density. Indeed, the green hypothesis implies that
a limited amount of scattering material, i.e., relatively low LAI values, is needed to match the observed
data in the near-infrared band. At the same time, since the interception process mainly controlled the
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fraction absorbed in the visible band, relatively low LAI values in turn imposed a lower fraction of the
radiation absorbed in the canopy layer. Both the JRC-TIP and QA4ECV-FAPAR products agree well
with each other within their respective uncertainties.

Figure 1. Time series associated with the radiation transfer in “regime 1” (fast variability) over SE-Dhr
(15.366◦ N, −15.432◦ E) (a), SE-Dhr_North (15.402◦ N, −15.432◦ E) (b), SN-Tes (15.883◦ N, −15.05◦ E) (c), and
US-Seg (34.35◦ N, −106.69◦ E) (d). The QA4ECV products are plotted in red with dotted (cross) symbols
for 10-day (daily) values. Blue points indicate values with the remaining cloud flags. Ground-based
estimates are black squares. NCEI daily products are plotted with green diamond symbols, and JRC-TIP
products are represented with pink triangles. The error (shade) bars correspond to the uncertainties of
each product when available.

The results over vegetation conditions belonging to the “slow variability” category, i.e., radiation
transfer in “regime 2”, are displayed in Figure 2. In the case of the BE-Bra site (51.309◦ N, 4.52◦ E)
(panel a), the amplitudes during the start and the end of the growing season estimated from remote
sensing and ground-based measurements are in very good agreement, except for the QA4ECV results,
as a lot of cloud contamination is present (blue dots). The estimated ground-based FAPAR values
over the agricultural field site identified as US-Bo1 (40.006◦ N, −88.29◦ E) follow a well-defined pattern
that was correctly measured by the QA4ECV products and the JRC-TIP (panel b). NCEI daily values
reveal higher levels than other measurements from January up to June and after September. The third
comparison performed with “regime 2” canopy conditions was conducted at the Harvard site (identified
as US-Ha1), which is a mixture of conifer and hardwood forests (panel c). JRC-TIP and QA4ECV
datasets were compared very well with each other including during the growing period. During the
summer season, all space products then systematically showed lower values compared to those of
the ground-based estimations, where vegetation got very dense. The largest differences occurred
during the senescent period, where a time delay of about one month was observed between the FAPAR
signatures given by space and ground-based datasets.
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Figure 2. Time series associated with the radiation transfer in “regime 2” (slow variability) over BE-Bra
(51.309◦ N, 4.52◦ E) (a), US-Bo1 (40.006◦ N, −88.29◦ E) (b), US-Ha1 (42.52◦ N, −72.172◦ E) (c), and US-Kon
(39.089◦ N, −96.571◦ E) (d). The QA4ECV products are plotted in red dotted (cross) symbols for 10-day
(daily) values. Blue points indicate values with the remaining cloud flags. Ground-based estimates are
black squares. NCEI daily products are plotted with green diamond symbols, and JRC-TIP products
are represented with pink triangles. The error (shade) bars correspond to the uncertainties of each
product when available.

Both remote sensing and ground-based estimations of FAPAR over the US-Kon tall-grass prairie
site (39.089◦ N, −96.571◦ E) indicated the occurrence of a pronounced vegetation seasonal cycle (panel
d). JRC-TIP and QA4ECV estimations were well correlated along the cycle, although the QA4ECV
products had a slightly lower bias at the end of the period. In these two sites, the bias occurring during
the period of senescence was a consequence of using total (in ground-based estimations), instead of
green (as assumed in the retrieval algorithm), values when assessing the FAPAR values.
The comparison results of ground-based and space-retrieved FAPAR over the US-Me5 site
(44.437◦ N, −121.56◦ E), associated with “regime 3” are shown in Figure 3a. The two main interesting
findings are as following: (1) neither source of information indicated a strong seasonal cycle, as could
be expected over a pine conifer forest; and (2) the discrepancy in the FAPAR amplitudes between space
and ground-based datasets was extremely high (by a factor of nearly 2). Both JRC-TIP and QA4ECV
products showed the same amplitude of values, whereas NCEI did not provide any values. This is
indeed a typical class of vegetated canopies deviating significantly from 1D statistically homogeneous
situations. In this instance, the classical Beer–Bouguer–Lambert (BBL) law of exponential attenuation
applies, only if the 3D radiative effects are adequately parameterized, which is not the case in the
ground-based measurements.
The additional ground-based dataset associated with “regime 3” is over ZM-Mkt (–15.438◦ N,
23.253◦ E), derived from a collection and an analysis of the canopy gap fraction using the Tracing
Radiation and Architecture of Canopies (TRAC) instrument in a mixed shrubland/woodland
environment [20]. This instrument measures the canopy “gap size” distribution and the canopy
“gap fraction” from radiation transmittance. These data provide a proxy for FAPAR, as they are used
to derive the FIPAR. Figure 3b shows the time series of the FAPAR space products in 2001 together
with the three transects of measurements (FIPAR spatial averages with associated standard deviations)
collected by the TRAC instrument. The agreement between NCEI values and ground-based estimations
is good, despite the spatial scale differences. QA4ECV-FAPAR products had lower systematical biases
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by about 0.2 on average during the two dry seasons. However, we have a high correlation between the
two estimations. During the second wet season, we obtained opposite results of NCEI products in situ
overestimate, whereas QA4ECV results were closer. It should be recalled that the contamination of the
FIPAR measurements by the wooden elements of the canopy favours a bias towards green absorption
values. This characteristic is higher during dry seasons, when the relative contribution to the leaf-only
absorption process decreases, especially with such a sparse vegetation cover.

Figure 3. Time series associated with the radiation transfer in “regime 3” (resonant variability) over the
US-Me5 site (44.437◦ N, −121.56◦ E) (a) and the ZM-Mkt site (–15.438◦ N, 23.253◦ E) (b). The QA4ECV
products are plotted in red dotted (cross) symbols for 10-day (daily) values. Blue points indicate values
with the remaining cloud flags. Ground-based estimates are black squares. NCEI daily products
are plotted with green diamond symbols, and JRC-TIP products are represented with pink triangles.
The error (shade) bars correspond to the uncertainties of each product when available.

4.2. Quality Control of Monthly Time Series over 1982–2006
We presented here the time series of AVHRR-FAPAR monthly products at 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ over the
QA4ECV validation sites for different types of land cover shown in Table 3.
Table 3. QA4ECV validation sites.
Site

Latitude (◦ N+)

Longitude (◦ N+)

Land Cover

Jarvselja-1
Jarvselja-2
Ofenpass
Lope
Nghotto
Zerbolo
Thiverval-Grignon
Wellington
Skukuza
Janina

58.313
58.277
46.663
−0.169
3.867
45.295
48.85
−33.600
−25.0197
−30.077

27.297
27.296
10.230
11.459
17.300
8.877
1.966
18.933
31.4969
144.136

Birch stand
Pine stand
Pine stand
Tropical forest
Tropical forest
Short rotation forest (poplar)
Wheat
Citrus orchard
Savannah
Shrubland

The time series of birch stand/pine stand forests sites are plotted in Figure 4. Red (pink) dots
correspond to QA4ECV best representative FAPAR best representative values at vegetation (soil) pixels.
Blue symbols indicate an NCEI cloud flag, meaning that no clear sky days were found during the time
composite period. Shade bars indicate the uncertainties of the best representative day, whereas error
bars represent the temporal standard deviations during a month. The intra-annual seasonalities from
1982 to 2006 are in general well-represented, except for a few months, for which outliers were detected.
The level of FAPAR over Ofenpass was very low compared to that of Jarvselja-2, even though both
were covered by pine stand forests. The theoretical range of FAPAR that was expected over pine-stand
summer (winter) virtual scenes across Ofenpass varied from 0.3 (0.2) to 0.6 (0.3), depending on the sun
zenith angles (not shown here). Over Jarvselja-1, slightly higher values were obtained. During the
Northern Hemisphere winter seasons, brighter surfaces were detected over this site, resulting in null
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FAPAR values. Over Jarvselja-2, QA4ECV monthly products still contained a lot of data contaminated
by clouds, especially during winter seasons. The two tropical forest sites’ results are plotted in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Time series of FAPAR monthly products over QA4ECV forest sites: (a) Jarvselha-1;
(b) Jarvselha-2; and (c) Ofenpass. Red and brown dotted symbols indicate vegetation and bare
soil flags, respectively, whereas blue ones indicate cloud. Error and shade bars correspond to monthly
uncertainties and temporal deviations, respectively.

Figure 5. Time series of FAPAR monthly products over QA4ECV tropical forest sites: (a) Lope and
(b) Nghotto. Red and brown dotted symbols indicate vegetation and bare soil flags, respectively,
whereas blue ones indicate cloud. Error and shade bars correspond to monthly uncertainties and
temporal deviations, respectively.
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The FAPAR values over the Lope forest are lower when compared to those for Nghotto, and their
respective maxima are 0.4 and 0.6. However, it was shown that when the JRC-AVHRR retrieval
algorithm was applied to simulate surface reflectance, outputs were much higher than with real data,
which means that atmospheric correction may suffer from cloud contamination at the 0.05◦ × 0.05◦
scale as is often the case over these tropical regions [23].
FAPAR time series over three different types of crops are displayed in Figure 6. Panel a shows
time series over the Zerbolo site covered by a short rotation poplar forest. Panels b and c correspond to
wheat (Thiverval) and citrus orchard (Wellington) crops, respectively. Over this latter site, few outliers
appeared, one in 1988 and some in 1994, when input data suffered from three months of missing
artefacts in the Southern Hemisphere. One can notice that the products represent very well the expected
seasonality for crops each year, with a high level of about 0.7 during summer over Zerbolo.

Figure 6. Time series of FAPAR monthly products over QA4ECV crops sites: (a) Zerbolo; (b) Thiverval;
and (c) Wellington. Red and brown dotted symbols indicate vegetation and bare soil flags, respectively,
whereas blue ones indicate cloud. Error and shade bars correspond to monthly uncertainties and
temporal deviations, respectively.

FAPAR time series over shrub and savanna sites, Skukuza and Janina, are displayed in Figure 7.
Over both sites, few outliers appear for three months due to corrupted input data in 1994, for which
only one-day results are available (indicated by the absence of error bars). The overall seasonality of
both types of vegetation is well-represented over the entire period.
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Figure 7. Time series of FAPAR monthly products over QA4ECV shrub (a) and savanna (b) sites. Red and
brown dotted symbols indicate vegetation and bare soil flags, respectively, whereas blue ones indicate
cloud. Error and shade bars correspond to monthly uncertainties and temporal deviations, respectively.

4.3. Daily Products at 0.05◦ × 0.05◦
This section presents the comparison between QA4ECV and SeaWiFS daily products at
× 0.05◦ for 1999 and 2003. SeaWiFS products were derived using the same FAPAR retrieval
method except that the inputs are the top of atmosphere measurements [19,23]. In order to minimise
the impact of the remaining cloud effects in the SeaWiFS aggregated products, data were filtered by
keeping only grid cells that contained less than 50% of cloudy pixels. Daily comparison statistics at a
global scale are reported in Figure 8. A and U values are plotted in red and pink lines, respectively.
In addition, the SeaWiFS spatial standard deviation, Sdev, is displayed in green, whereas the QA4ECV
uncertainty, σ, is in blue. We can see that, for 1999 (panel a) and 2003 (panel b), A (U) values are
lower than 0.05 (0.10) until July but increase afterwards. U values are smaller or of the same order
compared to the actual uncertainties of FAPAR. (A, P, U) are higher in 1999 compared to those in
2003. This may be due to calibration differences of instruments between the NOAA14 (AVHRR2) and
NOAA16 (AVHRR3) platforms.
0.05◦
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Figure 8. Daily statistics (A, P, U) and products uncertainties (σ, Sdev) in 1999 (a) and 2003 (b).
A represents the mean bias, P represents the precision, and U represents the accuracy. Sdev is the
abbreviation of spatial standard deviation.

4.4. Monthly Products at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦
This subsection informs on the mean average bias between SeaWiFS and QA4ECV monthly
products at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ over the 1998–2005 period. Figure 9a presents longitudinal averages of these
differences (reddish/blueish colours showing negative/positive values). SeaWiFS values are lower
during the vegetation peak season in the Southern Hemisphere, as it contains many small vegetated
canopies, such as in Australia and Southern Africa. For the other places, we can see that SeaWiFS values
are often higher than QA4ECV values, especially at the end of 2000 around the equator. Figure 9b
presents the density scatter plots of two sensors’ products, and Figure 9c shows the histogram of
differences using 8-year data. We found that the mean average difference δ is at 0.0755 with a mean
deviation of 0.091. We propose a linear bias correction for each month at grid level as explained in
Section 3. The comparisons following this correction are displayed in Figure 10, where the mean
average difference δ drops to 0.0011 and the mean deviation reduces to 0.0249. The longitudinal plot
(panel a) shows that the absolute agreement is on average less than 0.10.
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Figure 10. (a) Longitudinal averages of monthly differences between SeaWiFS and QA4ECV FAPAR
with linear bias correction over 1998–2005. (b) Density scatter plots of SeaWiFS and QA4ECV, where the
colour scale represents the number of pixels. (c) Histogram of their differences.
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4.5. Global Change Studies: Impact of Calibration
This subsection discusses the level of confidence when using long-term time series for global
change studies, as done in the state of climate reports [47,48]. The quality of the AVHRR data was first
evaluated by examining the stability of the rectified channels in bands 1 and 2 during the entire period
over the CEOS Libya-4 bright calibration site (28.55◦ N, 23.29◦ E).
One can easily see some artefacts during the period, especially in the near-infrared (band 2)
(Figure 11b). These occurred at the end of 1984, 1987, 1988, 1993, and 2000, and afterwards, the values
are more stable. The reasons for this instability concern principally the difficulty of calibration of old
sensors and sensor drifts. Previous AVHRR land products suffer from these defects as shown in [13].

Figure 11. Rectified channels over the Libya-4 CEOS calibration site in band 1 (a) and band 2 (b).

The stability of climate data records can be also checked with the time series of uncertainties.
Figure 12 displays the three uncertainties provided in the QA4ECV monthly products at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦
averaged at a global scale and over the two hemispheres, respectively. We observed that the uncertainties
values, σ, are lower than 0.1 (panel a). Both the spatial and temporal standard deviation plots also
revealed the nonstability that was found in the previous analysis. These results indicated that we can
filter products by applying a total uncertainties threshold.
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Figure 12. Uncertainties averaged at a global scale (black lines), over the Southern (red) and Northern
(blue) Hemispheres of error propagations (a), spatial standard deviation (b), and temporal deviation
(c) from 1982 to 2006. Dashed lines represent monthly values, and solid lines represent 6-month
running averages.

We also needed to take into account the actual number of grid cells that constituted the global
mean for each period that could increase or decrease this global average. In Figure 13, we plotted
the global and the Northern/Southern Hemispheres FAPAR anomalies from 1982 to 2006 (using
linear-bias-corrected QA4ECV data). It should be noted that, for the spatial average, we removed grid
cells, of which either one of the uncertainties or the total was above 0.20. We also removed monthly
values, where the number of pixels used for the spatial average was less than 50% of the climatology of
the number of pixels.
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Figure 13. The global and Northern/Southern Hemispheres FAPAR anomalies from 1982 to 2006 plotted
in black, blue, and red, respectively. Dotted lines denote monthly anomalies, and solid lines indicate
6-month running averages. The pink histogram indicates the El Niño 3 index anomalies over the
same period.

Figure 13 displays the global and Northern/Southern Hemispheres FAPAR monthly anomalies
from 1982 to 2006. Dotted lines correspond to monthly values, whereas solid lines indicate 6-month
running averages. The pink histogram indicates the El Niño 3 index anomalies over the same period.
The El Niño 3 index corresponds to the area-averaged sea surface temperature (SST) from 5◦ S to 5◦ N
and from 150◦ W to 90◦ W [49,50]. The extreme negative anomaly occurred at the end of 1988 after
the 1987 El Niño event, but this result should be interpreted with caution, as it was also at the end
of life of the NOAA-09 instrument. The Pinatubo eruption played a strong role with respect to land
precipitation and associated drought conditions in 1992 that are evidenced with a negative FAPAR
anomaly. More recently, after the strong El Niño event in 1997, one can see that the negative FAPAR
anomaly extended until the start of 2001 as was already shown in [51]. Afterwards, the anomalies
became positive, and a small positive trend was detectable.
5. Conclusions
This paper presented the performance assessment of the QA4ECV black-sky FAPAR long-term
records at different spatial and temporal scales, i.e., at 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ and 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ for daily,
10-day and monthly periods. Validation was done through comparisons against time series of
ground-based estimates, together with NCEI products and JRC-TIP, using a categorization of the
ground-based FAPAR datasets according to their most probable radiative transfer regimes. Despite the
spatial-scale differences between these ground-based measurements and space products, we found
out a relatively good agreement of radiative transfer in “regime 1” and “regime 2”. These past
ground-based measurements are, however, only a proxy of FAPAR space products, as they represented
the interception rather than the actual absorption by green leaves. Progresses in making better
reference validation measurements are ongoing within the European Space Agency (ESA) Fiducial
Reference Measurements for Vegetation project (https://frm4veg.org/) that will provide traceable in
situ measurements. In addition, the Ground-Based Observations for Validation (GBOV) component
of the Copernicus Global Land Products (https://land.copernicus.eu/global/gbov) provides multiyear
ground-based observations from existing global networks. However, these projects cannot provide
data prior to 2016. Over the QA4ECV virtual validation sites, monthly products at 0.05◦ × 0.05◦
were used from 1982 to 2006 to check inter-annual variations and stability and to identify outliers.
These results could be useful for further AVHRR calibration improvements and artefact detection.
We also compared the QA4ECV global daily products against SeaWiFS for 1999 and 2003 at
0.05◦ × 0.05◦ . Both bias and root mean square deviation (RMSD) were reported together with QA4ECV
FAPAR uncertainties and the spatial standard deviation of SeaWiFS. We found larger differences in 1999
compared to those in 2003, because the AVHRR-2 and AVHRR-3 instruments have different calibration
features. However, these statistical values were within the product uncertainties. Monthly products
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at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ between SeaWiFS and QA4ECV were also benchmarked, and we demonstrated that a
monthly linear correction can be used for correcting the entire QA4ECV time series, from 1982 onwards,
for correcting the stability performance. Recently, Giering, et al. (2019) proposed a framework to
establish fundamental satellite data series for climate applications [52]. Here, we applied a simple
approach that can bring a solution for merging different sensor products.
We analysed the products over terrestrial surfaces at a global scale as was done in [48,53].
We identified the global changes of terrestrial surfaces that should be interpreted with care because
of the instability of AVHRR data. This dataset could be easily extended with products from MERIS,
“green” JRC-TIP and Sentinel-3 OLCI, as they represent the same variable. More work is required to
explore these data as well as geostationary ones to increase the number of available productive climate
data records.
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